A method is presented for integrating images into the framework of a conventional database management system (DBMS). It is applicable to a class of images termed symbolic images in which the set of objects that may appear are known a priori. The geometric shapes of the objects are relatively primitive and they convey symbolic information. Both the pattern recognition and indexing aspects of the problem are addressed. The emphasis is on extracting both contextual and spatial information from the raw images. A logical image representation that preserves this information is defined. Methods for storing and indexing logical images as tuples in a relation are presented. Indices are constructed for both the contextual and the spatial data, thereby enabling efficient retrieval of images based on contextual as well as spatial specifications. Two different data organizations (integrated and partitioned) for storing logical images in relational tables are proposed. They differ in the way that the logical images are stored. Sample queries and execution plans to respond to these queries are described for both organizations. Analytical cost analyses of these execution plans are given.
INTRODUCTION
Images (or pictures) serve as an integral part in many computer applications. Examples of such applications include CAD/CAM (computer aided design and manufacturing) software, document processing, medical imaging, GIS (geographic information systems), computer vision systems, office automation systems, etc. All of these applica-tions store various types of images and require some means of managing them. The field of image databases deals with this problem [8] . One of the major requirements of an image database system is the ability to retrieve images based on queries that describe the content of the required image(s), termed retrieval by content. An example query is "find all images containing camping sites within 3 miles of fishing sites".
In order to support retrieval by content, the images should be interpreted to some degree when they are inserted into the database. This process is referred to as converting an image from a physical representation to a logical representation. The logical representation may be a textual description of the image, a list of objects found in the image, a collection of features describing the objects in the image, a hierarchical description of the image, etc. It is desirable that the logical representation also preserve the spatial information inherent in the image (i.e., the spatial relation between the objects found in the image). We refer to the information regarding the objects found in an image as contextual information, and to the information regarding the spatial relation between these objects as spatial information. Both the logical and the physical representation of the image are usually stored in the database. An index mechanism based on the logical representation can then be used to retrieve images based on both contextual and spatial information in an efficient way.
There are many image database systems (e.g., Virage [18] , QBIC [11] , Photobook [13] , FINDIT [17] as well as others [2, 5, 6, 12] ). Most systems treat the image as a whole, and index the images based mainly on color and texture. A few systems try to recognize individual objects in an image. These systems do not, however, address the issues of spatial relationship between the objects. Other systems deal with indexing tagged images (images in which the objects have already been recognized and associated with their semantic meaning) in order to support retrieval by image content.
In our work, we have chosen to focus on images where the set of objects that may appear are known a priori. In addition, the geometric shapes of these objects are relatively primitive and they convey symbolic information. Our application is the map domain where many graphical symbols are used to indicate the location of various sites such as hospitals, post offices, recreation areas, scenic areas etc. We call this class of images symbolic images. Other similar terms found in the literature are graphical documents, technical documents, and line drawings. Limiting ourselves to symbolic images simplifies object recognition enabling using well-known methods in document processing.
In this paper, we present methods for integrating symbolic images into a conventional database management system (DBMS). In our application, we make use of a relational DBMS although our ideas are applicable to other DBMS's. These methods offer solutions for both the pattern recognition and indexing aspects of the problem. We describe how to incorporate the results of these methods into an existing spatial database based on the relational model. Our emphasis is on extracting both contextual and spatial information from the raw images. The logical image representation that we define preserves this information. The logical images are stored as tuples in a relation. Indices are constructed on both the contextual and the spatial data, thus enabling efficient retrieval of images based on contextual as well as spatial specifications. It is our view that an image database must be able to process queries that have both contextual and spatial specifications, in addition to any traditional query.
We propose two different data organizations, termed integrated and partitioned, for storing images in relational tables. They differ in how logical images are stored. All of the examples and experiments in this paper are from the map domain. However, images from many other interesting applications fall into the category of symbolic images. These include CAD/CAM, engineering drawings, floor plans, and more.
The main contribution of this work lies in demonstrating how a traditional DBMS can be used to store and retrieve images and how partitioning this data effects the performance of the database. While the database and pattern recognition techniques that we use are well-known, the novelty of this work is in adapting and integrating these techniques into one system that provides a comprehensive solution for storing and retrieving images in a DBMS. We suggest solutions for all of the steps that are involved in this integration. These steps include: image acquisition, interpretation, storage, indexing, and retrieval. The main issues that need to be resolved are:
1. finding an image interpretation procedure whose results can be stored as entries in a traditional database in such a way that both the contextual and spatial information inherent in the image will be preserved.
2. what data organization is most suitable for the types of queries that are common in this application.
3. determining what strategies to use when computing answers to queries (i.e., how to use the double indexing on both contextual and spatial data efficiently).
4. finding ways to compute their costs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first present definitions as well as the notation used. Next, we outline the image input system used to convert images from their physical representation to their logical representation as they are input to the database. We continue by describing how images are stored in a database management system using the two data organizations that we propose including schema definitions and example relations. This is followed by sample queries along with execution plans and cost estimates for these plans. We conclude with some observations as well as directions for future research.
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS
Below we define some terms and the notation used in the remainder of the paper. A general image is a two-dimensional array of picture elements (termed pixels) p 0 ; p 1 ; : : : ; p n . A binary image is a general image where each pixel has one of two possible values (usually 0 and 1). One value is considered the foreground and the other the background. A general image is converted into a binary image by means of a threshold operation. A symbol is a group of connected pixels that together have some common semantic meaning. In a given application, symbols will be divided into valid symbols and invalid symbols. A valid symbol is a symbol whose semantic meaning is relevant in the given application. An invalid symbol is a symbol whose semantic meaning is irrelevant in the given application. A class is a group of symbols all of which have the same semantic meaning. All invalid symbols belong to a special class called the undefined class.
A symbolic image is a general image I for which the following conditions hold: 1) Each foreground pixel p i in I belongs to some symbol. 2) The set of possible classes C 1 ; C 2 ; : : : ; C n for the application is finite and is known a priori. 3) Each symbol belongs to some class. 4) There exists a function f which when given a symbol s and a class C returns a value between 0 and 1 indicating the certainty that s belongs to C.
Images can be represented in one of two ways. In the physical image representation, an image is represented by a two-dimensional array of pixel values. The physical representation of an image is denoted by I phys . In the logical image representation, an image I is represented by a list of tuples, one for each symbol s 2 I. The tuples are of the form: C;certainty; x; y where C 6 =undefined, x; y is the location of s in I, and 0 certainty 1 indicates the certainty that s 2 C.
IMAGE INPUT
Conversion of input images from their physical to their logical representation is performed using methods common in document analysis [9] . These methods use various pattern recognition techniques that assign a physical object or an event to one of several pre-specified classes. Patterns are recognized based on some features or measurements made on the pattern. A library of features and their classifications, termed the training set library, is used to assign candidate classifications to an input pattern according to some distance metric. Each candidate classification is given a certainty value that approximates the certainty of the correctness of this classification.
We have adapted these methods to solve the problem of converting symbolic images from a physical to logical representation. Figure 1 .1 is a block diagram of the image input system that we have developed for this purpose. It is driven by the symbolic information conveyed by the image. That is, rather than trying to interpret everything in the image, it looks for those symbols that are known to be of importance to the application. Any other symbol found in the image is labeled as belonging to the undefined class. This system is described in detail in [15] . In this paper we show how to integrate this system into a DBMS, thus we only give a short overview of the image input system here. A symbolic image I phys is input to the system in its physical representation. It is converted into a logical image by classifying each symbol s found in I phys using the training set library. An initial training set library is constructed by giving the system one example symbol for each class that may be present in the application. In the map domain, the legend of the map may be used for this purpose.
The system may work in two modes. In user verification mode, users verify the classifications before being input to the database. The training set is modified to reflect the corrections that the user made for erroneous classifications. In automatic mode, classifications are generated by the system and input directly to the database. The user determines the mode in which the system operates. In general, the system should operate in user verification mode until the recognition rate achieved is deemed adequate. Then, the system can continue to process the input images automatically.
The output of applying the conversion process to I phys is a logical image where the tuples are of the form C;certainty; x; y where C 6 = undefined, 0 certainty 1 indicating the certainty that s 2 C, and x; y is the location of s in I phys . For each image, a set of such tuples is inserted into a spatial database as described in the following section. In addition, the raw image I phys (i.e., the image in its physical representation) is also stored.
IMAGE STORAGE
Images and other information pertaining to the application are stored in relational tables. The database system that we use for this purpose is SAND [1, 3] (denoting spatial and non-spatial database), developed at the University of Maryland. It is a home-grown extension to a relational database, in which the tuples may correspond to geometric entities such as points, lines, polygons, etc. having attributes which may be both of a locational (i.e., spatial) and a non-locational nature. Both types of attributes may be designated as indices of the relation. For indices built on locational attributes, SAND makes use of suitable spatial data structures. Attributes of type image are used to store physical images. Query processing and optimization is performed following the same guidelines of relational databases extended with a suitable cost model for accessing spatial indices and performing spatial operations.
We propose two different data organizations for storing the images in relational tables. They differ in the way logical images are stored. In the integrated organization, all tuples of the logical images are stored in one relation. In the partitioned organization, the tuples are partitioned into separate relations resulting in a one-to-one correspondence between relations and classes of the application. For example, tuples C;certainty; x; y of a logical image for which C = C 1 are stored in a relation corresponding to C 1 . The motivation for the partitioned organization is that many queries in in an application using symbolic images need to access all symbols that are assigned the same classification. The part of the query that selects all tuples that belong to the same classification is repeated each time such a query is posed. The partitioned organization makes this repetitive selection at query time unnecessary by providing the option to partition the logical images relation. The partitioned organization is only suitable for applications in which the number of classes is relatively small, as there is one relation for each class and a proliferation of relations would make the database too complex. In the case of symbolic images, this is a reasonable assumption. The number of different symbols used to convey symbolic information (which corresponds to the number of classes) will most likely not be very large, otherwise it would be hard to keep track of or look up the semantic information that is conveyed by each symbol. For example, in the map domain this information must be contained in the legend of the map which is limited in space. Hence, the partitioned organization seems to be reasonable for a database that stores symbolic images. The partitioned organization also enables efficient use of spatial indices while processing spatial queries by using a spatial join operator (e.g., [14] ). The schema definitions given in Figure 1 .2 define the relations in the integrated organization. We use an SQL-like syntax. The classes relation has one tuple for each possible class in the application. The name field stores the name of the class (e.g., star), the semant field stores the semantic meaning of the class in this application (e.g., site of interest). The bitmap field stores a bitmap of an instance of a symbol representing this class. It is an attribute of type IMAGE. The classes relation is populated using the same data that is used to create the initial training set for the image input system (i.e., one example symbol for each class that may be present in the application along with its name and semantic meaning). See Figure 1 .3 for an example instance of the classes relation in the map domain.
Integrated Organization

CREATE
The physical images relation has one tuple per image I in the database. The img id field is an integer identifier given to the image I when it is inserted into the database. The descriptor field stores an alphanumeric description of the image I that the user gives when inserting I (this is meta-data). The raw field stores the actual image I in its physical representation. It is an attribute of type IMAGE. The upper left field stores an offset value that locates the upper left corner of image I with respect to the upper left corner of some larger image J. This is useful when a large image J is tiled, as in our example map domain. Subtracting this offset value from the absolute location of s in the the non-tiled image J yields the location of s in the tile I that contains it. It is an attribute of type POINT. Any additional meta-data that the user may wish to store about the images such as how they were formed, camera angles, scale, etc. can be added as fields of this relation. See Figure 1 .4 for an example instance of the physical images relation in the map domain. The logical images relation stores the logical representation of the images. It has one tuple for each candidate class output by the image input system for each valid symbol s in each image I. The tuple has four fields. The img id field is the integer identifier given to I when it was inserted into the database. It is a foreign key referencing the img id field of the tuple representing I in the physical images relation. The class and certainty fields store the name of the class C to which the image input system classified s and the certainty that s 2 C. The loc field stores the x; y coordinate values of the center of gravity of s relative to the non-tiled image.
See Figure 1 .7 for an example instance of the logical images relation in the map domain for the images given in Figures 1.5 cl sem and cl name are alphanumeric indices. They are used to search the classes relation by semant and name, respectively. The pi id index is also alphanumeric. It is used to search the physical images relation by img id. pi ul is a spatial index on points. It is used to search the physical images relation by the coordinates of the upper left corner of the images. li cl is an alphanumeric index. It is used to search the logical images relation by class. It has a secondary index on attribute certainty. Thus, tuples that have the same class name are ordered by certainty value within this index. li loc is a spatial index on points. It is used to search the logical images relation by location (i.e., to deal with spatial queries regarding the locations of the symbols in the images such as distance and range queries). The spatial indices are implemented using a PMR quadtree for points [10] . Observe that the file structures resulting from the integrated organization are very similar to the file structures used by inverted file methods for storing text [4] . An inverted file consists of two structures. A vocabulary list which is a sorted list of words found in the documents, and a posting file indicating for each word the list of documents that contain it and information regarding its position in the document. The vocabulary list is actually an index on the posting file, and is used to locate the record of the posting file corresponding to a given word on disk. In our organization, the logical images relation corresponds to the posting file. The index li cl on this relation plays the role of the vocabulary list. The main difference from text is that as we are dealing with 2-dimensional information rather than 1-dimensional information, we need more elaborate methods to store and index the locational information. In particular, just storing the location, as is done for text data, is insufficient. In order to answer spatial queries efficiently, these locations must be sorted by use of a spatial index. Figure 1 .8 illustrates the file structures used following the integrated organization that correspond to similar file structures used for text data.
Partitioned Organization
In the partitioned organization, tuples are partitioned into separate relations resulting in a one-to-one correspondence between relations and classes of the application. For example, tuples C;certainty; x; y of a logical image for which C = C 1 are stored in a relation corresponding to C 1 . Figure 1.9 gives schema definitions for relations of the partitioned organization corresponding to the logical images relation of the integrated organization. Both the classes and physical images definitions are identical to those in the integrated organization. The only difference between the organizations is the way the logical images are stored. In the partitioned organization, there is one relation, cl part for each class cl in the application. Each relation cl part contains the logical images tuples C;certainty; x; y for which C = cl. This is equivalent to the result of a selection operation: SELECT FROM logical images WHERE class = cl. See Figure 1 .10 for example instances of relations star part, P part, scenic part, and pi part for the images in Figures 1.5 Each instance of the cl part relation has an alphanumeric index on certainty and a spatial index on loc. The spatial index is used to deal with queries of the type "find all images with sites of interest within 10 miles of a picnic area" by means of a spatial join operator. Figure 1 .11 illustrates the file structures for the partitioned organization corresponding to file structures used for text data.
RETRIEVING IMAGES BY CONTENT
As mentioned above, we distinguish between contextual information and spatial information found in images. Similarly, we distinguish between query specifications that are purely contextual and those that also contain spatial conditions. A contextual specification defines the images to be retrieved in terms of their contextual information (i.e., the objects found in the image). For example, suppose we want to find all images that contain fishing sites or campgrounds. A spatial specification further constrains the required images by adding conditions regarding spatial information (i.e., the spatial relations between the objects). In order to describe the methods that we use for retrieving images by content, we first present some example queries. Next, we demonstrate the strategies used to process these queries. We conclude by analyzing the expected costs of these strategies (termed plans) and compare the data organizations (i.e., integrated and partitioned).
Example Queries
The example queries in this section are first specified using natural language. This is followed by two equivalent SQL-like queries. The first assumes an integrated organization and the second assumes a partitioned organization.
Query Q1: display all images containing a scenic view . Notice that in order to write SQL-like queries for the partitioned organization, the names of the relations corresponding to each partition must be known. This can easily be overcome by having the system assign names to these relations. These names are derived from the class attribute of relation classes. Two functions that perform this name conversion are provided. get rel name returns the name of a relation given the class name. get class returns the class name given a relation name. Thus, there is no need for the user to know the names assigned by the system to these relations.
Query Q2: display all images containing a scenic view within 5 miles of a picnic site. The function distance takes two geometric objects (e.g., two points) and returns a floating point number representing the Euclidean distance between them.
Query Processing
The following plans outline how responses to queries Q1 and Q2 are computed using the two data organizations. These plans utilize the indexing structures available for each organization. Indices on alphanumeric attributes are capable of locating the closest value greater than or equal to a given string or number. Indices on spatial attributes are capable of returning the items in increasing order of their distance from a given point (this is termed an incremental nearest neighbor operation) [7] . This operation may optionally receive a maximum distance, D, and it will stop when the distance to the next nearest neighbor is greater than D. Thus, it returns all neighbors within D of a query point in increasing distance. Direct addressing of a tuple within a relation is possible by means of a tuple identifier (or tid for short). All index structures have an implicit attribute that stores this tid. The X th plan, labeled Px I , uses the integrated organization. The X th plan, labeled Px P , uses the partitioned organization.
Query Q1: display all images containing a scenic view.
Plan P1 I : Search using an alphanumeric index on class.
Get all tuples of logical images which correspond to "scenic view" use index li cl For each such tuple t display the physical image corresponding to t Plan P1 P Search the scenic view partition sequentially
For each tuple t of the "scenic view" partition display the physical image corresponding to t Query Q2: display all images containing a scenic view within 5 miles of a picnic site. Finding a suitable plan for query Q2 gives rise to many query optimization issues. Most of these issues are also applicable to spatial databases (e.g., [1] ). To see the complexity of these issues, we give two different plans for computing an answer to query Q2 using each organization. The first uses only alphanumeric indices, while the second uses an alphanumeric index and a spatial index.
Plan P2A I Search picnic tuples and scenic view tuples using the alphanumeric index on class. For each picnic tuple, check all scenic view tuples to determine which ones are within the specified distance.
get all tuples of logical images corresponding to "picnic" use index li cl for each such tuple t1 get all tuples of logical images corresponding to "scenic view" use index li cl for each such tuple t2 if distance between t1 and t2 5 miles and they are in the same image then display corresponding physical image Plan P2B I Search for "picnic" tuples using an alphanumeric index on class and search for "scenic view" tuples using a spatial index on loc.
get all tuples of logical images corresponding to "picnic" use index li cl for each such tuple t get all points within 5 miles of t.loc using the incremental nearest neighbor operation for each one of these points p if p is a``scenic view'' and in same image then display the corresponding physical image Plan P2A P Search both the picnic and scenic view partitions sequentially.
for each tuple t1 of the "picnic" partition for each tuple t2 of the "scenic view" partition if distance between t1.loc and t2.loc 5 miles and they are in the same image then display the corresponding physical image Plan P2B P Search the picnic partition sequentially, and search the scenic view partition using the spatial index on loc.
for each tuple t1 of the "picnic" partition get all points within 5 miles of t1.loc in the "scenic view" partition for each one of these points p if p is in the same image as t1 then display the corresponding physical image
Cost Analysis
In order to estimate the costs of each plan, we must make assumptions about the data distributionand the costs of the various operations. Table 1 .1 contains a tabulation of the costs of basic operations used to process queries. The cost of many of these operations is a function of the relation on which they operate. c xy is the cost of performing operation x on relation or index y. li stands for logical images. The cost of accessing the physical images relation to retrieve the result image and the cost of the "display" operation are not included as it is always the same regardless of the selected execution plan. Let N pic and N sv be the number of tuples from class "picnic" and "scenic view", respectively. Let B pic and B sv be the number of disk blocks containing tuples from class "picnic" and "scenic view", respectively. Equations 1.1, and 1.2 estimate the cost of responding to query 1 using the integrated and partitioned organizations, respectively. One difference between C 1I and C 1P is that in the integrated organization, there is an "alphanumeric find" operation on index li cl that is not necessary in the partitioned organization. It is required in order to find the first scenic view tuple in this index. In addition, one more random access is required for each scenic view tuple in order to get the img id from the logical images relation. The other difference is that there are N sv alphanumeric next operations in the integrated organization compared with N sv sequential access operations in the partitioned organizations. The reason for this is that in the partitioned organization, the relation is scanned directly, whereas in the integrated organization, the index is scanned. B pic c sqfsv part + N sv c sqsv part + N pic N sv c lsd Equations 1.3 and 1.4 estimate the cost of responding to query 2 with plan A using the integrated and partitioned organizations, respectively. In both equations, the first line is the cost of reading all pic tuples, the second line is the cost of reading all sv tuples for each block, and the last line is the cost of checking the distance between each (pic,sv) pair. N InC2 denotes the average number of tuples in the circular range specified in query 2 (C 2 ). N sv InC2 denotes the average number of scenic view tuples in C 2 .
Assuming a uniform distribution of symbols in space (i.e., there is an equal number of symbols in any given area), then N InC2 = areaC2
A N, where N is the total number of tuples in the logical images relation, A is the area covered by these tuples, and C 2 is the circular range specified in query 2. Assuming a uniform distribution of classifications among the symbols (i.e., there is an equal number of symbols from each classification in any group of symbols), then N sv InC2 = areaC2
A N CL , where CL is the number of different classifications in the database.
If these assumptions about the distribution of the classifications among symbols do not hold, then other methods are required to estimate the number of scenic view tuples in a given area. The portion of all tuples that belong to each classification can be recorded when populating the database by checking the class attribute and tallying the number for each classification. This data can then be used to estimate the distributionof the classifications among the symbols. Assuming that the distributionof classifications among any group of symbols is equal to the the total database distribution (i.e., the portion of tuples from each classification among any given group of symbols is equal to the portion of tuples from each classification in the entire database), then
A sv p N, where sv p is the portion of the database tuples that belong to the "scenic view" class.
Plan P2A C performs a spatial join operation on the results of two selection operations on relation logical images. The first select operation extracts all tuples of the relation that are of class "picnic", while the second select operation extracts all tuples of the relation that are of class "scenic view". The results of these two select operations are then joined according to a predicate based on the loc attribute. In our implementation of plan P2A C , we perform the select and join operations simultaneously using a block nested loop join algorithm as follows. One of the classes is designated as the inner class, and the other is designated as the outer class. One block of tuples belonging into the outer class are read into a memory-resident buffer (using the index on attribute class). All tuples of the inner class are then read (one block at a time using the index on attribute class) and spatially joined with all tuples of the outer class that are in memory (by computing the predicate on the spatial attribute). This process is repeated with the next block of tuples of the outer class, until all tuples of the outer class have been read.
The main difference between C 2AI and C 2AP is that in the integrated organization the index is scanned sequentially, whereas in the partitioned organization the relation corresponding to the scenic view partition is scanned sequentially (as in the case of query 1). As a result, once again, there are considerably more "random access" operations in the integrated organization than in the partitioned organization.
Equations 1.5 and 1.6 estimate the cost of responding to query 2 with plan B using the integrated and partitioned organizations, respectively. Again, as in equations 1.3 and 1.4, the first line is the cost of reading all pic tuples, but the second line is the cost of finding sv tuples in the range (using index li loc) for each pic. The main difference between C 2BI and C 2BP is in the number of location-space "find next" operations and the number of random access operations. In the integrated organization, all tuples t of any class in circle C 2 are retrieved from the spatial index. The class of t is then retrieved from the logical images relation to see if it corresponds to a "scenic view". This requires a random access operation for each tuple in C 2 . On the other hand, in the partitioned organization, only tuples of type "scenic view" are retrieved by the spatial index. Thus, there is no need for an additional random access to check the class of the tuple. In addition, since only a subset of the tuples in circle C 2 are "scenic view" tuples, the number of items retrieved by the spatial query in the integrated organization (i.e., N InC2 ) is larger than the number of items retrieved by the spatial query in the partitioned organization (i.e., N sv InC2 ).
Another significant difference between C 2BI and C 2BP is that the spatial index on which the search is performed is smaller in the partitioned organization since it only contains "scenic view" tuples (i.e., jsv locj jli locj). As a result, c lsfsv loc and c lsnsv loc are less than c lsfli loc and c lsnli loc , respectively. Therefore, the difference between the total cost of plan P2B in the partitioned organization and the total cost of plan P2B in the integrated organization is greater than in the case of plan P2A. The plan for the partitioned organization can be further improved by implementing a more sophisticated form of the spatial join operation between the two relations scenic part and pi part which correspond to "scenic view" and "picnic", respectively. The overall idea is that the join can be computed more efficiently by traversing both indices in parallel in such a way as to avoid comparing tuples which cannot satisfy the join condition. This operation has not been implemented in SAND yet. Once it is added, plan P2B P will be revised accordingly.
It is interesting to compare the costs of answering query 2 for one particular organization using plans P2A and P2B. For the integrated organization, we compare equations 1.3 and 1.5. In plan P2A I , both relations are scanned sequentially via the alphanumeric index li cl. For each picnic tuple, each scenic view tuple is checked to determine whether or not it is within the specified range. Thus, the total number of distance computations is N pic N sv . In addition, the same number of random access operations are also required in order to get the locations from the logical images relations. In plan P2B I , the spatial index is used and thus only tuples that are within the specified range need to be examined. The cost of this is the overhead involved in using the spatial index. In this case, this cost is N pic location-space "find first" operations, and N pic N InC2 location-space "find next" operations. These spatial operations involve distance computations as part of the incremental nearest neighbor operation. However, there is no need for any distance computations as part of the plan itself. Whether plan P2A I or plan P2B I is better depends on the size of the data set, the portion of these tuples that belong to each classification (termed the contextual selectivity), and on the portion of all tuples that fall in the range specified by the spatial component (termed the spatial selectivity). Assuming a high spatial selectivity (i.e., that the number of tuples in the spatial range is much smaller than the total number of tuples in the data set), plan P2B I should prove to be much more efficient than plan P2A I . However, if the spatial selectivity is low, then plan P2A I may prove to be better. Similar observations can be made about the partitioned organization by comparing equations 1.4 and 1.6. Once a more efficient spatial join operator is implemented, as mentioned above, the difference will be even greater.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Two different data organizations (integrated and partitioned) for storing logical images in relational tables were proposed. They differ in the way that the logical images are stored. Sample queries and execution plans to answer these queries were described for both organizations. Analytical cost analyses of these execution plans were given that indicated that the partitioned data organization is more efficient for queries that consist of both contextual and spatial specifications. On the other hand, the integrated organization is better for purely spatial specifications. Both organizations gave similar results for queries that consist of purely contextual specification.
Our definition of the class of images that we can handle is rather strict. Some of these restrictions can be relaxed. In particular, the requirement that there exists a function f which when given a symbol s and a class C returns a value between 0 and 1 indicating the certainty that s belongs to C can be omitted. In this case, we can store the feature vectors in the database rather than the classifications. For a comparison of using these two approaches, see [16] . Of course, more elaborate indexing methods are then required to respond to queries such as those presented in this paper.
